
 

Quality Assurance Specialist 

JOB SUMMARY: 

Are you ready for an exciting career with a technology firm that is working on cutting-
edge products? Then come join the geoAMPS team and be part of a software-product 

organization that has a cool work culture, great work atmosphere and amazing growth 
potential. geoAMPS is currently seeking a Quality Assurance Specialist to join our 
team in Powell, Ohio, and lead QA and requirements gathering for our suite of products. 

The ideal candidate will have a mix of technical knowledge and automated Testing 

knowledge to understand our clients’ needs and identify how they fit within the 
geoAMPS framework.  

geoAMPS is the market leader in providing software solutions to manage land rights 
and infrastructure assets. geoAMPS was founded on a simple notion: offer the best 

technology solutions while forming lasting relationships with our clients. We are pushing 
the industry forward by bringing state-of-the-art technology, increased communication 
and quicker project completions for our customers. 

 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 

 Implementation of projects primarily involving Microsoft technologies 

 Testing strategies 
 Test planning 
 Test coordination 

EXPERIENCE 

 4 to 6 years of experience in the testing field. 
 Experience participating in requirement walkthroughs / reviews. 
 Experience creating manual test cases for functional requirements. 
 Experience with creating SQL scripts required for QA purposes. 

 Work with Business Analysts and Support team members to understand 
requirements and question/suggest improvements. 

 Work with product development team members to identify areas for product 

improvement. 
 Experience working in an agile environment.  

REQUIREMENTS 

 Good analytical, problem solving and debugging skills 

 Ability to articulate the defects/concerns orally and verbally, and have the ability 
to work with product development team members. 



 
 Ability to switch between multiple projects/clients with ease. 
 Follow the current QA process and suggest improvements as deemed necessary. 
 Eager to learn and work in a challenging environment.  

 Very keen eye for detail. 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

 Application testing 
 Application support 
 Creating QA documentation 

EDUCATION 

 Undergraduate degree in IT or Business field preferred 

 H1B visa sponsorships are not available at this time 

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOU? 

 Being an integral part of a dynamic, growing company that is well-respected in 
its industry 

 Competitive pay based on experience  

 Medical, dental and life-insurance benefits 

 

*You must be legally entitled to work in the United States in order to 

apply for this position. geoAMPS is an equal opportunity employer. 

 


